Choosing the Right Technology
for Your Hotel to Enhance
the Mobile Guest Journey
In today’s competitive hospitality environment, the number one differentiator for any size or type of
hotel is guest service. With mobile-optimized solutions in place, your hotel can better attend to, connect
with and satisfy guests as well as decrease the cost of hotel operations. Mobile check in, mobile check out,
and mobile to open doors is just the start. The expanding capabilities of mobile devices also enable new
types of interactive marketing.
Merchandising will have an impact on the mobile engagement model that hotels will implement.
Hotels will be able to send relevant messaging based on proximity, preferences, and behaviors,
driving engagement and revenue.
However, choosing the right mobile technology makes all the difference, So the question becomes,
how do you choose the right mobile technology for your hotel?
Here are the three key considerations to help you make the best decision.
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Look for An Easy to Implement Solution
The best technology isn’t the most complicated
solution; rather it’s the solution which can
be implemented into your hotel’s operational
model seamlessly.
Rather than navigating complicated training
protocols and struggling to onboard new staff
at every turn, hoteliers should seek out mobile
technology which is easy to implement, with flexible
options for hotels of all sizes. This could range from a
quick launch with the Zaplox Traveler community app
or implementation of the custom branded Zaplox
Premium app to adding functionality with Zaplox SDK
to a current app or using Zaplox Kiosk. Think easy
training and integration and support based on your
hotel’s individual needs (and long-term goals) as they
align with the expectations of the modern guest.
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With Zaplox SDK, Zaplox technology integrates with
your hotel’s own app to unlock mobile check in/
check out and keyless entry for your guests.
This includes, but is not limited to, lock integration,
PMS integration, room upgrades, service interaction,
sales dashboard in admin portal, room notifications,
keyless entry, check in/check out and so much more.
With Zaplox SDK, you can utilize the power of the
Zaplox app to unlock mobile check in/check out and
keyless entry for your guests. Once guests have
downloaded the mobile app, they can handle their
own reservations, upgrade their room, check in,
open doors using mobile keys, take advantage of
customized promotions, check out and book their
next stay.

Contact us at sales@zaplox.com
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Advanced Features Are Essential
Today’s travel and hospitality landscape is all about
the guest, and today’s guests want an experience
that is mobile, convenient, unique and entirely
personalized. With this understanding in place, your
hotel has the tools to create an offering that will
remain at the forefront of innovation and hospitality
evolution.
It is critical to invest in technology which
demonstrates a clear grasp on the future of
guest engagement; from reservations, pre-arrival
messages, mobile check in, and access to a hotel
room with a mobile key, to offers, upgrades, and
mobile check out.
While the perfection of the ‘basics’ may rule in terms
of priority, guest expectations are always evolving
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and embracing new trends. With this in mind,
determine if the technology you are considering has
the capacity for advanced features – and available on
all platforms.
For those hotel properties looking to invest
in an end-to-end mobile solution, Zaplox has
you covered with a range of full-featured SaaS
products for every size hotel or chain.
Beyond the basics, Zaplox delivers capabilities that
include a custom branded application integrated
with your PMS and locks, two-way text messaging,
folio management, admin controls, sales dashboards,
notifications, F&B ordering, service interactions,
Magstripe and RFID card support, payments
and more.

Contact us at sales@zaplox.com
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Promotes Productivity and Profits
A productive, supportive staff is a staff which provides
excellent guest service — and a staff which offers
great service inspires long-term guest loyalty. Tapping
into the mobile experience model empowers guests
with the choice between mobile check in/check out,
self-service kiosks or high-touch service. Based on
their mood, the environment and the nature of their
trip, guests can choose the experience that will bring
them the most satisfaction. This in itself allows your
staff to forge more personalized, meaningful guest
connections.
With the Zaplox Mobile Guest Journey, your
hotel can increase overall staff efficiency and
user experience, while enhancing your marketing
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strategy. As hotels optimize the data they collect
on their guests at every touch point, insights and
guest profiles emerge that can support profitable
upsell and cross-sell strategies, both pre-arrival
and post stay. From room upgrades to services
and notifications, you can strategically tailor your
communications, offerings and promotions based
on each guest’s unique needs. It offers multiple
combinations, providing the perfect fit for your hotel.
With guaranteed cost savings, increased security,
better service and personalized offers for your
guests/guest segments, Zaplox will help take
your hotel property to the next level in a modern,
mobile-savvy world.

Contact us at sales@zaplox.com

Zaplox: Easy, Keyless, Mobile, Smart
Zaplox helps hotels create a world-class mobile guest journey with the mobile key as a starting point.
No matter the size of your independent hotel, we provide a range of customized solutions to fit your
current and future needs.

Explore our unique solutions for every need and budget.

ZAPLOX Traveler

Keyless mobile community app,
connecting multiple hotels.

ZAPLOX Premium

Custom branded app with
mobile keys, mobile check-in/
checkout. PMS & lock integration.

ZAPLOX Kiosk

Add keyless and mobile
capabilities when you already
have a hotel app.

An alternative way for hotels to offer mobile
check in, check out with RFID, magstripe and mobile
keys in both mobile, web and app format.

Contact us at sales@zaplox.com
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